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Abstract. There are many software languages which are not exposed protocols, exchange formats, interfaces and storage formats, and are only used for intermediate representation, runtime data manipulation and tool-specific serialisation. Yet, they can be important for technology comprehension, since such internal implementation details may have indirect impact on some aspects of the externally observed behaviour of the system. In this paper, we show a concrete example of how various tools and their technological differences can be explained based on one abstract megamodel and its different renarrations.

1 Introduction

Megamodels are used for modelling complex systems involving many artefacts, each of which is also in turn a model or a transformation [3,4]. For instance, they can help represent an entire technological space or a technical space in order to expose its components and to explain them to previously unaware audience (such as students) [6,10]. The main focus of megamodelling is usually on externally observable (meta)languages: communication protocols, data interchange formats, application programming interfaces, algebraic data types, public library interfaces, serialisation formats, etc. Yet there are a lot of (meta)language used behind the scenes for internal presentation of data structures — and we all know very well how much of an impact can a different data structure have on performance of an algorithmically nontrivial application. As it turns out, megamodelling can be very helpful here as well.

Megamodels (also called linguistic architecture models [6,10], macromodels [15], technology models, etc) come in a great variety of forms and approaches and are theoretically useful for solving many problems of different stakeholders. However, one of the main showstoppers is their overwhelming complexity: not only a typical megamodel requires considerable investment in deep domain analysis, exploratory experimentation, modelling and metamodelling; but also the result thereof is a towering monolith easily intimidating any possible users. At the same time, simplification is possible yet often undesirable, for the devil lurks in the details. One of the existing solutions is investing in packaging the megamodel as well as in its development. We can slice the megamodel into digestible parts and navigate stakeholders through them, possibly through various itineraries depending on the priorities — this process is referred to as megamodel renarration [18].
A renarration of a megamodel is a story that traverses the elements of this megamodel in order to guide the users through it and to gradually introduce them to the model elements and thus to domain concepts. Formally, a renarration relies on operators for addition/removal, restriction/generalisation, zoom in/zoom out, instantiation/parametrisation, connection/disconnection and can make use of backtracking [11]. In prior work we have shown renarrations as annotated megamodel transformations, but have not used them in multiple scenarios based on one original model.

The approach we propose in this paper involves investing in a global megamodel of an entire technical space, and then using renarrations of it to demonstrate each existing technology. Thus, the contribution of the paper is mainly the focus on using one baseline white box megamodel for establishing a common ground for explaining various subtly different technologies of the same domain by renarrating it repeatedly.

Specifically in the context of the GEMOC initiative, megamodelling addresses the second focus (integration of heterogeneous model elements), while renarration treats the first issue (catering various stakeholder concerns). So far this material has been (in a more volatile form) used in teaching courses on software language engineering [2], software evolution, software construction and in supervision of Master students.

2 Parsing with many faces

For a demonstration of the proposed approach let us consider a megamodel for parsing in the broad sense that we presented in earlier work [21]. The model includes twelve kinds of artefacts commonly found in software language engineering (as well as commonly encountered mappings among them, see Figure 1):

- **Str** — a string, a file, a byte stream.
- **Tok** — a finite sequence of strings (called tokens) which, when concatenated, yields **Str**. Includes spaces, line breaks, comments, etc — collectively, layout.
- **TTk** — a finite sequence of typed tokens, possibly with layout removed, some classified as numbers, strings, etc.
- **Lex** — a lexical source model [19] that adds grouping to typing; in fact a possibly incomplete tree connecting most tokens together in one structure.
- **For** — a forest of parse trees, a parse graph or an ambiguous parse tree with sharing; a tree-like structure that models **Str** according to a syntactic definition.
- **Ptr** — an unambiguous parse tree where the leaves can be concatenated to form **Str**.
- **Cst** — a parse tree with concrete syntax information. Structurally similar to **Ptr**, but abstracted from layout and other minor details. Comments could still be a part of the **Cst** model, depending on the use case.
- **Ast** — a tree which contains only abstract syntax information.
- **Pic** — a picture, which can be an ad hoc model, a “natural model” or a rendering of a formal model.
Fig. 1. A megamodel of parsing in a broad sense — see [21] for detailed definitions and descriptions of these kinds of software artefacts and mappings.

◊ **Dra** — a graphical representation of a model (not necessarily a tree), a drawing in the sense of GraphML or SVG, or a metamodel-independent syntax but metametamodel-specific syntax like OMG HUTN.

◊ **Gra** — an entity-relationship graph, a categorical diagram or any other primitive “boxes and arrows” level model.

◊ **Dia** — a diagram, a graphical model in the sense of EMF or UML, a model with an explicit advanced metamodel.

The megamodel from Figure 1 provides a unique uniform view on parsing, unparsing, formatting, pretty-printing, disambiguation, visualisation and related activities — it is a big step from heterogeneous discordant papers originating from relevant technical spaces toward general understanding of the field. Yet, as we have claimed before [18,11], a monolithic megamodel can play a role of a knowledge container, but cannot be used directly as the deployed artefact. (As a side remark, this corresponds to the claim by Bézivin et al that a megamodel as a model of models should not be used as a reference model [3]). Hence, we need a renarration of a megamodel to successfully deliver the knowledge behind it. A renarration can happen naturally (e.g., as a lecture for students) or be formally inferred with megamodel transformation operators for addition, connection, instantiation, etc [11].
In this paper, we use English for the narrative, and the models themselves are available at ReMoDD: http://www.cs.colostate.edu/remodd/v1/content/renarrating-metalanguage-integration. In the following sections, we demonstrate several renarrations of the megamodel from Figure 1.

2.1 Parsing in a narrow sense: lex + yacc

One of the textbook approaches to parsing is using two tools to obtain a parse tree from the input string: one for lexical analysis and one for syntactic analysis. In many classic compiler construction courses lexical analysis is done with lex [12] or one of its successors. The tokens that are obtained by lexical analysis, are in fact typed, but the type information is not necessarily used for anything, so we can model the result of the lexical analysis with Tok. The next step is handled by a compiler compiler like yacc [7] or its more modern counterparts (but not too innovative — we want to stick to the classic DragonBook-like view [1]). This syntax analysis tool consumes Tok and produces a parse tree — Ptr. This can be seen on a rather simple Figure 2(a).
2.2 Advanced parsing technology: ANTLR

Consider ANTLR [14], a state of the art compiler compiler that can be used for the same purpose as lex+yacc, but incorporates the results of several decades of research on parsing, compiler construction and interactive programming environments. Both a lexer and a parser are generated from the uniform syntactic definition (grammar). Lexical nonterminals, usually written in CAPSLOCK, define a grammar used for lexical analysis. Most of them are preterminals — their definitions contain only terminals, combined sequentially, with disjunction, Kleene closure and other combinators typical for regular expressions [8]. As shown on Figure 2(b), the output of the lexer is $TTk$, a stream of strongly typed tokens — each token has to either belong to one of the lexical categories (be parsed as a lexical nonterminal) or match one of the terminal symbols used in the rest of the grammar — they are turned into preterminals automatically by ANTLR. The untyped version of the same representation (Tok) is not available directly: if needed, one could possibly either disregard the typing information (e.g., by using code duplicates inside semantic actions) or plug in into the internals of the generated lexer.

A typed token stream is processed by a parser which ANTLR generates from the input grammar. The result is $Cst$, a parse tree that abstracts from some details like layout and comments. It is important to note that ANTLR generates the definition of the $Cst$ and provides means to traverse them. However, if one still desires to use an abstract syntax tree, both $Ast$ itself and the mapping from $Cst$ to $Ast$ need to be programmed explicitly in the base language of ANTLR (Java, C++, C#, Python, etc). The mapping can be scattered among the nonterminal definitions directly in the grammar (as semantic actions), or it can be written as a separate program that traverses the ANTLR $Cst$ with the ANTLR visitor and constructs a specific $Ast$. The class structure of the $Ast$ itself always needs to be defined and processed independently from ANTLR.

2.3 Rascal metaprogramming language

Rascal [9] is another state of the art piece of grammarware — however, an important difference from ANTLR is that Rascal is advertised as a “one-stop-shop” for software analysis, transformation and visualisation. Let us try to understand this difference from Figure 2(c).

Rascal uses generalised parsing (more specifically, GLL), which yields a parse forest instead of a parse tree, if the grammar is ambiguous. Such parse forests ($For$) are represented internally with the same structure — a term representation that is allowed to explicitly contain ambiguity node. Thus, in order to decide if a given tree is $For$ or $Ptr$, we need to perform a deep match on an $amb(\_,\_)$ pattern (since pattern matching is one of the basic constructions in Rascal, this operation is trivial to express, even though it might become a performance bottleneck).

By Rascal design, there is no observable distinction between $Ptr$ and $Cst$. All trees are stored internally as $Ptr$, but all pattern matching behaves as if both the pattern and term is $Cst$ (with the pattern allowed to be incomplete). Each
unambiguous tree conforms to the grammar (a syntax specification) that was used to parse it. A grammar is defined in Rascal within the same module or imported as a separate one. Relying on such grammatical structure can simplify pattern matching immensely: instead of checking for a term which is an application of a particular production rules with certain arguments, we write the same intent down with a term on the left hand side, typed to a particular nonterminal and thus fully conforming to its structure (modulo intended gaps to be skipped during unification).

A Cst can be mapped to Ast explicitly by writing a pattern-matching visitor, which is done in some cases that require sophisticated compilations as a part of the mapping. However, an easier way is to use an implode() library function that has a set of stable heuristic rules for finding bidirectional correspondence between a given syntax definition and a given algebraic data type. The ADT itself (the structure of Ast) must still be programmed manually, which is traditionally not considered to be a burden since one wants to have full control about the way abstract syntax is defined. (When this is not the case, it can be inferred from the grammar by grammar mutations [20] of GrammarLab, a Rascal library for manipulating grammars in a broad sense\(^1\). implode() is not shipped with a reverse function, so any derivation from Ast to Cst/Ptr, if needed, must be programmed manually.

High level abstract diagrams (Dia) are also modelled in Rascal by algebraic data types managed by the (meta)programmer. A universal yet still a high level visual model (Gra) is provided in the standard Rascal library and contains elements like boxes, grids, graphs, trees, plots. A render() function, however, positions all these elements automatically and only outputs the final picture (Pic) on screen or to a file, effectively skipping over Dra — for a Rascal programmer it means having no control over the exact positioning of most elements on canvas, except for general constraints which are a part of the metamodel of Gra.

2.4 Semiparsing: building lexical models with ILA

Semiparsing [19] is an umbrella term for techniques of imprecise manipulation of source code (its variations are known as agile modeling, robust parsing, lightweight processing, error repair, etc). They are inherently very different because usually come into existence for solving a very particular practical problem — we have claimed recently that Boolean grammars [13] and parsing schemata [16] can be helpful in modelling all possible variations of semiparsing. However, as useful as these two formalisations could be in deep understanding of the methods, relating them and positioning among themselves, they are not always as effective for their implementation-driven comprehension, especially by software engineering practitioners without background in formal methods.

Consider Figure 2(d), which demonstrates a semiparsing technique called iterative lexical analysis [5] (a similar technique has recently emerged in a more modern framework called TEBA for analysis of tokenised syntax trees [17]). The

\(^1\) GrammarLab: [http://grammarware.github.io/lab](http://grammarware.github.io/lab).
technique relies mainly on patterns which are classified in levels: the higher the level, the more unstable and the less desirable the pattern is. So, on the first level there are strict matches for terminals such as keywords, and on the last level there are “desperate” heuristics that are meant more to ensure that the process produces some kind of result than to actually claim any correctness. Hence, we only work with the left column of our megamodel: the higher we are in the model, the more abstract and imprecise patterns are applied. There is no direct correspondence between pattern levels and layers of the megamodel, but for each concrete pattern we can easily find a place. For example, a pattern that detects strings and demotes the role of tokens inside a string from possible metasymbols (e.g., so that a curly bracket in a = "b{"; is never used for block identification) clearly works on \text{Ttk}, while a pattern that matches an identifier followed by a bracketed comma-separated list of identifiers followed by a block of statements and promotes it to a function definition, naturally produces \text{Lex}.

Operations for descending from \text{Lex} to \text{Ttk} to \text{Tok} to \text{Str} are not explicitly described in the paper about iterative lexical analysis, but are certainly available in any sensible framework: we need to flatten (unfold) all hierarchical constructs to get down to \text{Ttk}, disregard type information to get down to \text{Tok} and concatenate all tokens to get all the way to \text{Str}.

3 Conclusion

Megamodels are used as an understanding aid in complex scenarios involving various technologies, software languages, methodologies, approaches and transformations [3,4]. Renarrations of megamodels improve their usefulness by guiding megamodel consumers through the forest of immanently complicated artefacts and mappings [11,18]. Megamodels, whether ad hoc (a sentence “model M conforms to a metamodel MM” is in fact a tiny megamodel) or formal (AMMA, MEGAF, SPEM, MCAST, MegaL, CT), perform undeniably well for teaching purposes when introducing students to a new technology and explaining subtle differences between two almost identical technologies. In this paper, we have claimed that the same approach can be used for internal “languages”, the ones that are hiding behind the scenes inside our tools. For this purpose, we propose to have one baseline megamodel of the domain — in a formal sense, it will include a lot of abstract entities, unbounded elements, constraints based on roles, etc — and use its refined renarrations for each of the concrete technologies that need to be explained and understood. We have demonstrated this approach with our megamodel for parsing in a broad sense [21], which we have used as a baseline model for four renarrations: classic lex+yacc parsing [1,7,12], ANTLR language workbench [14], Rascal one-stop-shop [9] and iterative semiparsing [5,17,19].

Beside the obvious future work claims such as promises of (mega)modelling different domains and perhaps even megamodeling relations among such domains, some other open questions remain. For example, some megamodels require explicit distinction between kinds of mappings they express (injective, bijective, monomorphic, isomorphic, asymmetric bidirectional, symmetric bidirec-
tional, etc), and such distinctions would also have to be properly specified and renarrated. In other cases, the modelling framework may already have a metamodel suitable for expressing typical renarrations, and the megamodel navigating arsenal would need to be adjusted with respect to the language it must be expressed in (instead of the opposite situation which we always assume).

As any other modelling method which introduces unification and heterogeneity, (mega)modeling different technologies with renarrations of the same baseline megamodel can help not only in explaining the actual state of the art, but also in spotting singularities. Anything irregular could be a signal of a bug, a not yet implemented feature or a comprehension mistake. Why is there a mapping from Cst to Ast in Rascal but no universal mapping from Ast to Cst? Perhaps we should include one! Is there a good reason for Dra to not be accessible in Rascal? Having it explicitly as a (possibly optional) first class entity could allow us to do things we otherwise cannot! Would it help organizing patterns for ILA/TEBA based not on their “desperation”, but on the kind of artefacts they are actually dealing with (untyped tokens, typed tokens, grouped tokens)? Exploration of the extent of usefulness of such conclusions remains future work.
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